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Walk Kansas participants had the opportunity to learn more about nutrition with Agent Renae and proper walking technique with Sheryl Simmonds, area physical therapist, at the Walk Kansas Kick-Off. 54 team members have walked 2087 miles and eaten 2215 cups of fruits and vegetables in the first two weeks of the eight week event.

Marion County had 32 entries qualify for the Regional Club Days held in El Dorado. Seven entries were selected as top blue winners. Marion County 4-H members qualified 10 Kansas Award Portfolios (KAP) for the S.E. Area competition. Three of these KAPs were selected to represent the S.E. Area at the State level, and one was chosen as a state winner.

Crop pests can cause significant economic harm to agriculture producers. Pictured is a herbicide plot conducted by KSRE evaluating the efficacy of different herbicides for henbit.